Creative Problem Solving Process
GROUP
MEMBERS:

Kristine

Donna

Clay

CLARIFY

DELIBERATE CREATIVE TEAMS
Three elements teams need in order to be creative together.

Crystal

IDEATE

To become immersed in problematic issues that are interesting and arouse curiosity.

DEVELOP

To generate ideas that answer the challenge question.

DUPLICATE

YOUR CHALLENGE:

Copy the topics your group is interested in from the MAIN Mural Board. Paste them below.

Rewrite your challenge in the box to the right.

IW-People were
more willing to
teach either
other (share
knowledge)

MAY 2022

DIVERGENT
THINKING RULES

HMW share
the
information
we have?

1. Suspend Judgment
2. Seek Wild Ideas
3. Combine and Build on Ideas
4. Go for Quantity

Evaluate, strengthen, and select solutions for best “fit.” Begin to move from ideas to solutions.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT...
Round 3: Assumptions Reversals

PPCO

1. Select the general topic of your challenge (i.e. workshop design, how kids learn, marketing)
2. Quickly, write down 3 assumptions about your topic. Don't overthink it.
3. For each assumption write one reversal (the opposite of that assumption).
4. Then, use the reversals to spark more ideas.

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to
overcome the concerns.

The idea used for this PPCO:

Assumptions:

People don't want to
share their ideas

People want to learn
to be more effective

It will be easy to
execute

PLUSES: What do you like about
this idea? List at least 3 pluses,
strengths, and likes about the idea.

IDEAS FOR YOUR CHALLENGE
- One idea per note
- Start with an action verb
- Doodles/images welcomed

IMPLEMENT

Reverals:

People don't want to
learn or participate

People want to share
their ideas

Share fests where
people share short,
important pieces of
information in
rapid-fire pairs. Like
speed dating

POTENTIALS: What might result if
the idea was implemented? What
are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What
concerns, downsides or limitations does
this idea have? Write them as “How to...”
questions.

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:
What are all the ideas you can imagine
for overcoming the concerns from the
previous column?

It will be difficult to
execute
Creates
colaborative
thinking

Broad range
of topics
(beyond
expectations)

Novel way
of
conveying
information

Can pre-plan
trng topics for
each pairing

Cost

May identify
best trainers
for future
sessions

Beneficial
participation

Personnel
Availability
(Time)

Do less
frequently
(monthly)

Round 1
initiate
brown bag
training

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
The Creative Problem Solving process can be used to
address adaptive problems that require creative solutions.

Create an Org
box to work
out of or send
ideas

THE CHALLENGE QUESTION
Focusing on your topic above, generate a list of possible challenge questions.
Use the format How Might We... (HMW) or In What Ways Might We... (IWWMW).
Experiment with different verbs or wording as it will change the meaning of your question.
Make your questions broad, brief, and beneficial.

HMW engage
with
additional
sections

HMW make a
virtual place for
information
sharing
available?

HMW help
people know
where
information is
located?

HMW
encourage
information
sharing

HMW people
notify others
they are willing
to share info

HMW give
people easier
ways to share
things they
know?

HMW
schedule
knowledge
sharing
sessions

HMW ensure
that
information is
passed on?

IWWMW
incorporate
other
members

HMW
communicate
with fellow
members

IWWMW direct
creative flow
during
brainstorming

HMW determine
size of
knowledge
sharing sessions

HMW determine
the topics for
sharing (Word,
Excel, PPT,
SharePoint)

IWWMW
create
incentives to
share
knowledge?

HMW identify
topics for
knowledge
sharing

encourage
brainstorming

Initiate "ask
anything"
sessions with
experts

Develop a
place for
people to
add ideas

Update
policies and
procedures to
facilitate
sharing

Have lunch &
learns on
different
topics

implement
virtual
training

Create
common
location for
information

Provide a
list of topics

SharePoint
site

Training
room with
scheduled
sessions

Training at
collab
stations in
offices

Improve the
ability to
search for
answers

Identify folks
who have
expert
knowledge in
an area

Leverage
vendor
training
materials

Hire vendor
to give virtual
trng sessions

Monthly
planning
sessions to
plan next
month's trng

Division
bulletin
boards to
share info

Physical idea
boxes in bldg
to collect
topics

Brief leadership
on collaborative
sharing efforts

Provide
incentives for
participation

Share how
teams have
benefitted from
information
sharing

Designate
meeting-free
downtime
each week

Have "get to
know
STRATCOM"
event to learn
about other
orgs

Incorporate
senior leader
support and
advocacy

Leverage trng
sessions from
other
organizations

Get PA/J7 to help
make Knowledge
micro learning
videos with experts
sharing there
knowlwedge

create 20 minutes
a week 'knowledge
sharing tme - you
share/someone
else shares

Lack of comm
is short lived,
on to the next
pair

Determine
applicable
level (Cmd,
JDIR, Div,
Branch)

Announce
training
opportunities
for desktop
apps

REFLECTION

Sort your ideas into several categories. Label the categories with a 3x5 sticky note. Use as many categories
as you need. Stack duplicate ideas on top of each other. Delete any blank sticky notes.
Round 2: Associations with Climer Cards
improve time
management

Look outside
of the unit to
get more
information

Get a group
of people
moving
toward the
same goal

flow charts
Business
Processes

Using self
reflection

Give tiger teams
training before
beginning
team's work

Talk to
business's
outside of
normal
operations

Have a team that
walks around to
generate more
infomration

include
multiple
options

illuminating
the CPS for
others

Optional
JKO
training
courses

Newcomers
orientation
options

Use signs that
advise people
which rooms
contain which
knowledge

Adopting an
iterative, spiral
process of
continuous
engagement

Call other
COCOMs to to
learn their
collaboration
techniques

Select the best challenge question to use for the remainder of the CPS process.
Place it in the box below.

Take
feedback
for topics

CLUSTER

HMW ensure
information is
passed on

OUR FINAL CHALLENGE QUESTION

Benefit may exceed
cost, broaden
capabilities/Budget

Have
information
sharing
challenges

Get out and
talk to more
people

Generate
positive
thinking

Inprocessing
checklist
items

Pair up SME
with trainer to
create
content

Finish the
painting "don't
leave things
unfinsihed"

Providing
direction

What went well
Painting a
new way

Share fests where
people share short,
important pieces of
information in rapidfire pairs. Like speed
dating

What ideas do you get from the
Climer Cards images?
(use the link provided or the image below)

Strike while
the iron is hot
"don't wait"

Constantly
display
videos on
SharePoint

HMW share
the
information
we have?

Share fests where
people share short,
important pieces of
information in
rapid-fire pairs. Like
speed dating

Resource
Constraints

What is the
cost to
implement?

Is a major
change in
organization
required?

What IT systems
would be
required to
support the
effort?

How to
document
training for
reuse later

Set aside
resources
(time, $) set
aside for this
effort

What
materials are
needed to
execute?

How soon
can we
start?

What
makes it
difficult to
execute?

What is the
best size
group for
training?

How to
schedule

What kind of
planning goes
into the
execution?

Use signs that
advise people
which rooms
contain which
knowledge

Look outside
of the unit to
get more
information

Give tiger teams
training before
beginning
team's work

Get a group
of people
moving
toward the
same goal

Adopting an
iterative, spiral
process of
continuous
engagement

Personnel
Concerns

Should this
be made
mandatory?

Why are
people not
willing to
share their
ideas?

Does
management
consider this a
priority, and do
they support it?

How can
we be more
effective?

Will people
participate
after-hours?

What
section will
host?

Who is best to
sponsor and
advocate for
the program?

What are
the top 10
training
topics?

How would
people share
their ideas?

Find creative
ways to
encourage
people to
participate or
share ideas.

Is advanced
training
included in the
SW license
agreement?

improve time
management

Using self
reflection

Generate
positive
thinking

Policy
Changes

What
training
would be
required?

Can training
be used to
earn PDUs?

Is it properly
documented?

Does vendor
already have
training
material?

Content
Development

Call other
COCOMs to to
learn their
collaboration
techniques

Newcomers
orientation
options

Talk to
business's
outside of
normal
operations

Strike while
the iron is hot
"don't wait"

Show people
how to make
short videos

Painting a
new way

Inprocessing
checklist
items

Finish the
painting "don't
leave things
unfinsihed"

PPCO

Optional
JKO
training
courses

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to
overcome the concerns.

include
multiple
options

Pair up SME
with trainer to
create
content

How many
different
options will
we need?

flow charts
Business
Processes

Have
information
sharing
challenges

Have a team that
walks around to
generate more
infomration

Providing
direction

The idea used for this PPCO:

PLUSES: What do you like about
this idea? List at least 3 pluses,
strengths, and likes about the idea.

POTENTIALS: What might result if
the idea was implemented? What
are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What
concerns, downsides or limitations does
this idea have? Write them as “How to...”
questions.

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:
What are all the ideas you can imagine
for overcoming the concerns from the
previous column?

I hope...

illuminating
the CPS for
others

VOTE
After voting, move the top five ideas into this space.
Have a conversation about each of the ideas and discuss what each of these might look like.
Spend about 2 minutes on each idea. Focus on listening to each other's perspective and keeping an open
mind. Remember the idea is not fully formed yet. It's just a "seed" at this point. In the Develop Stage the idea
will get further formed (developed) and could go in one of many directions.

Mural template designed by Dr. Amy Climer, climerconsulting.com

I wonder...

